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Ogilvy will no longer work with influencers
who edit their bodies or dealswith for
advertisements
Ogilvy will no longer work with influencers who misshape or retouch their bodies or dealswith for
brandname projects in a quote to fight social media’s “systemic” psychological health damages.
Speaking solely to The Drum, Ogilvy’s head of impact Rahul Titus stated influencer marketing is
“supposed to be the genuine side to marketing, however now it churns out such staged material that
is so damaging to anyone looking at social media”.
The restriction uses to all parts of the Ogilvy UK group, which counts the likes of Dove amongst its
customers.
Ogilvy’s policy comes as the UK federalgovernment evaluates the Digitally Altered Body Image Bill
that would need an influencer to reveal modified material. The expense is on its 2nd evaluation in
parliament however is havingahardtime to make it through the proposition procedure. Titus hopes
Ogilvy’s dedication to stop working with influencers who change their images will aid the expense get
passed.
Influencers have their state on a government-imposed crackdown on modifying
“We have a responsibility of care as onlinemarketers, as companies and brandnames to the next
generation of individuals so they puton’t grow up with the verysame things we are seeing now,” states
Titus.
He acknowledges that brandnames have “dipped their toes” in unedited influencer images, however
they constantly fall back on running misdirected anti-editing projects rather than executing sweeping
modification.
“A lot of researchstudy hasactually gone into this. We’ve been working with our behavioral sciences
group and talking to a lot of influencers and we’ve invested a lot of time figuring out how to make it
work.”
Ogilvy will roll out the policy in 2 stages. Starting next month, Titus’s group will be seekingadvicefrom
with brandnames and influencers on the policy, and in May it will execute the restriction. Titus has set
a December duedate for a total end to the modifying of all sponsored or paid-for material in influencer
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activations.
“It’s simple for us to sit here and state ’there is a systemic concern, so we aren’t going to work with
these types of influencers,’ however that’s not the option and it won’t make the modification we desire
to see. So we are going to take the time and speakwith our customers and put the strategy in
location.”

How will it work in practice?
Ogilvy will no longer work with influencers who retouch their skin or bodies, however will permit
work that modifies the contrast or brightness. The ASA’s appeal filter requirements will be
imposed in the UK.
Ogilvy will usage its InfluenceO tech stack to identify when images haveactually been retouched.
Briefs will be made more versatile to enable for more credibility from the start. Titus states: “We
requirement to inform our customers to provide influencers the flexibility to reveal themselves a
little bit more.”
Ogilvy likewise anticipates its quarterly variety audits, put in location in 2020, will serve a secondary
function of enhancing influencer variety and, over time, naturally start working with less modified
Influencers. “We are hoping that by enhancing influencer variety, the type of influencers that
brandnames work with will modification to be more agent of the population.”
Titus is reasonable that the policy will requirement time and for the rest of the market to get behind
the restriction. “We are talking about reversing 10 years of social media habits and that’s not going to
takeplace in 2 months. We understand that what we are putting in location we will not see any instant
advantages for the next 5 years. It’s too huge a task and that’s OK.”
Ogilvy hopes the policy will “set off a chain response” in the market and Titus advises other members
of the influencer marketing market to technique him for a instruction. “It’s definitely the right thing to
do and we desire to be the company that puts the fundamental parts in location so that other
companies can follow.
“Clients desire it, the market desires it, influencers are usually pleased with it – so why sanctuary’t we
done this priorto?”
Source: Ogilvy will no longer work with influencers who edit their bodies or dealswith for
advertisements.
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